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5 Ways to Spot a Fake Dating Profile 

Yes, there are scammers and men with fake profiles on the online dating sites. Compared to the 
number of real daters, the percentage is very low. If you are a single women thinking about 
web dating and feel concerned, here are five ways that will help you spot a fake profile. 

1) Bad Grammar – Poor English  

If the grammar is really bad and you can tell this is not a person who speaks English well, it’s 
probably a scammer from Nigeria, Russia or elsewhere.  Skip this profile and move on – there 
are millions of other possibilities. 

2) Requests to Visit Another Site 

If you’re online and get a message from a man to check him out on another site, this could be 
an invitation to a porn site. Get to know people first through a couple of emails and a phone call 
before hopping over to see them on other sites or in person. 

3) Great Looking Men Don’t Contact Women without Photos 

If an amazingly good looking guy contacts you, but you haven’t posted a photo yet, that’s a sure 
sign something is wrong. Very few people contact cyber-daters without photos, which is 
certainly a word to the wise. If you’re trying online dating, don’t bother if you won’t post a 
photo. Your results will be dismal. People with photos are contacted by 16 times more 
prospects! 

4) Request for Personal Info Before You Meet 

If someone you’ve been emailing with asks for personal information like your full name, where 
you work or live, or even your bank account (it does happen), simply stop communicating with 
them. Safeguard your privacy until you get to know anyone you date. 

One of my clients told a man she worked at a local real estate company and he showed up to 
ask her out for lunch. He wasn’t creepy or dangerous, but he sure didn’t understand boundaries 
or privacy. Be safe and don’t share your personal information until after a few dates and tell 
him on a need to know basis. 
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5) Yes, That Man May Be Too Good to Be True 

If you get a message from a man that is so good it’s hard to believe you could be that lucky, 
think twice. He may be the dream boat you’ve hoped for or a player who knows what women 
like to hear. Don’t let a man manipulate you into abandoning your rational mind and throw 
caution to the wind. 

If you find yourself thinking, “Could this really be happening to me?” slow down that whirlwind 
romance. What might be happening is not love at all, but another notch on a man’s bedpost. 
Yes, the guy who says he’s waited all his life to meet a woman like you may be completely 
honest and harmless, but my online dating tip for you is to avoid diving in. Take your time 
getting to know the men you meet – there is no rush when true love is on the table. 

 

My Clients Have All Been Safe Using Dating Sites 

With 13 years as a dating coach for women, I have never had a client tell me she got scammed 
or felt threatened in any way. Online dating profiles offer plenty of clues about who people are. 
But, the truth is you still have to meet the men to know if there is any chemistry and true 
potential. Your common sense is your best self defense, so be sure to rely on it.  

You can also ask a friend for an opinion about anything that seems fishy just to be sure. 
Sometimes other people who are not involved see things more quickly and clearly. Don’t 
hesitate to seek out feedback from someone you trust – who has experience with online dating. 

 

If I can help you with your dating journey, please contact me at 203-877-3777 or Ronnie [at] 
NeverToolate.biz 

 


